CLASSROOM TRAINING OPTION
Standard Bear Awareness & Safety Training Course Portion
Stay safe in bear country – Our Standard Bear Awareness & Safety Training Course will
guide you through what you need to know when in bear country, from the basics of bear
safety, to using bear defense equipment.
This course will provide you with detailed information from: preparing to go into bear
country, bear identification, bear signs, deterrents, and what to do if you encounter a bear.
Each module will test your knowledge to ensure you understand how to stay safe in bear
country. Upon successful completion of the course you will receive a certificate.
This course is in person and led by one of our certified facilitators.
Virtual Reality Bear Safety Training Program Portion
The difference in your safety training comes when it is combined with our virtual reality
system. Our VR Bear Safety Training Program is a new, innovative way to educate users.
Our VR program engages the user by initiating critical decision making in conjunction with
physical movements to create muscle memory.
Through the physical action within the VR, users are learning in an exciting, realistic
environment. While wearing virtual reality goggles, the user is transported to a digital
forest where the software simulates a bear encounter in the woods.
Value added by choosing our VR Bear Safety Training in combination with Standard Bear
Awareness Training is: reduced risk and harm to both humans and wildlife, providing users
with a unique learning experience in a safe environment that better prepares them for reallife situations with bear encounters.
Furthermore, the Standard Bear Awareness & Safety Training Course consists of modules
where, depending on the size of the class, learners break in to groups. The small groups
move from station to station learning the course content and experiencing the VR
program. Module or stations instructional methods encourage learning and retention by
actively engaging users.
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This is not your Grandpa’s Safety Training Programs… If we know one thing, it’s that
traditional safety training is the quickest way to disengage the thought process. Invest in a
new way of learning as this combination adds value, may prevent injury, and save lives.
Course starts at $1800 for maximum of 10 students + travel costs of our facilitator. We can
facilitate 2 classes in a day at a discounted rate $3000.00 maximum 20 people
Each participant receives 2 certifications
1. Bear Awareness Certification
2. Bear Spray Certification

